
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Self-collecting and free-sweeping combi-sweeper in 

reinforced version for specified carrier vehicle with 

hydraulic connection. The machine is maintenance-free 

and equipped with fully hydraulic drive. Suitable for 

efficient and optimal terrain cleaning indoors and 

outdoors, as well as building, civil and road construction. 

 

 

 
✓ free-sweeping (triple lateral 

swivelling) or self-collecting  

(dirt container (400l) volume)  

with hydraulic emptying)  

✓ use on specified carrier vehicle  

with hydraulic connection  

✓ maintenance-free 

✓ fully hydraulic drive 

✓ easy operation 

✓ quick attachment due to  

fork mount 

✓ level compensation 

✓ for the most extreme stress/stain 

✓ oscillating sweeping roller 

suspension 

✓ full encapsulation of the sweeper 

roller 

✓ almost dust-free sweeping

 

CARRIER VEHICLES* 
 

 Wheel loader              Forklift                Tractor              Skid steer loader 
 

* other carrier vehicles on request. 

e. g. Special equipment: 

Side broom  

MTS mounted sweeper with hydraulic connection 

 

 

 

SPECIAL FEATURES 



 

 
 

TECHNICAL DATA 

 

Model 2008 

working width* 
(mm) 

1200 1500 1800 2000 2300 2500 2800 3000 

weight (kg) 330 413 495 550 633 688 770 825 

max. dirt con-
tainer volume (l) 

240 300 360 400 460 500 560 600 

drive fully 
hydraulic 

fully 
hydraulic 

fully 
hydraulic 

fully 
hydraulic 

fully 
hydraulic 

fully 
hydraulic 

fully 
hydraulic 

fully 
hydraulic 

operation 
pressure 

min./max. (bar) 

120/240 120/240 120/240 120/240 120/240 120/240 120/240 120/240 

oil demand  
min./max. (l/m) 

13/120 13/120 13/120 13/120 13/120 13/120 13/120 13/120 

sweeper roller 
diameter (mm) 

600 600 600 600 600 600 600 600 

sweeper roller 
trim 

50% 
steel/50% 

poly 

50% 
steel/50% 

poly 

50% 
steel/50% 

poly 

50% 
steel/50% 

poly 

50% 
steel/50% 

poly 

50% 
steel/50% 

poly 

50% 
steel/50% 

poly 

50% 
steel/50% 

poly 

 

* other working widths between 1,0m – 3,0m on request. 
(Information, dimensions and technical data without guarantee. Subject to change.) 

 

SWEEPER IN DETAIL 

 

       Adolf-Koch-Straße 8h 

        D-69483 Wald-Michelbach 

         +49 (0) 6207 / 82847 

         +49 (0) 6207 / 82914 

         info@MTS-Kehrmaschinen.de 

MTS-Kehrmaschinen      www.MTS-Kehrmaschinen.de 

Owner: Bernhard Roth    

e. g. Special equipment: 

Side broom 

e. g. Special equipment: 

Side broom 

 

e. g. Special equipment: 

Side broom 
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